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It is proposed to complete the present research work in ‘A CRITICAL STUDY OF LAWS OF DIVORCE OF MUSLIMS OF INDIA AND OF CERTAIN MUSLIM COUNTRIES WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO TRIPLE DIVORCE AND REFORMATIONS SUGGESTED’, in following (11) Chapters;

Introduction consists of:

- Area of research
- Hypothesis
- Research methodology
- Aim & objective of research
- Brief description of the topic of research

Chapter- I, deals with, Object of the thesis
Chapter- II, deals with, Pre-Islamic history
Chapter- III, deals with, Reformations brought by Islam
Chapter-IV, deals with, Indian Constitution and Personal Laws
Chapter-V, deals with, Concept of divorce in Quran and Sunnat
Chapter-VI, deals with, Modes of divorce
Chapter-VII, deals with, Triple Divorce (Talaq-e-Biddat)
Chapter-VIII, deals with, Judicial Trend
Chapter-IX, deals with, Laws of Certain Muslim Countries
Chapter-X, deals with, Conclusions
Chapter-XI, deals with, Reformations Suggested.